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Building bridges

Take a look at the HubIT Metropolis and check how you

between the ICT and

could benefit from it. A hint – it is worth going to the Get

social sciences and

Connected Airport to see who else is looking for contacts

humanities experts is

from the ICT-SSH communities.

what the HubIT project

We have organised several events during the last period

is called to life for.

which you can catch up on in this newsletter. In the
coming years several community building events will take
place all around Europe. Follow the HubIT Project and
don’t miss our next stop.
Last, but not least – after exploring the Metropolis, share
with us your user experience and let us know if you would
like to share good practices, attend our events as a
speaker or participant or if you have any other idea for
collaboration.

Check all the HubIT Resources in
the HubIT Metropolis.
CLICK HERE

Interview with Dan

Founder of the EASA Applied Anthropology

Podjed

Network and Why the World Needs
Anthropologists international event.
What are the four steps for designing products with and
for people and why to move from inter to
transdisciplinary? How to combine anthropological and
engineering approaches to develop a culture-sensitive
and environmentally responsible smartphone app for
motivating people to change their mobility habits?
READ THE FULL INTERVIEW

HubIT is creating an ecosystem that will encourage

Assessing the Impact

interactions between ICT stakeholders and Social

of SSH–RRI approach

Sciences and Humanities researchers that will assure that

on ICT Research &

ICT development takes into account societal needs. Thus,

Innovation

a social impact assessment (SIA) plan and tools were
developed including online ready-made questionnaires
and repository of items for tailoring questionnaires and
observation guide organized around the six dimensions of
RRI. First results from the HubIT events indicate an
increase in understanding and awareness of the SSH-RRI
approach among SSH and ICT researchers and an
increase in future plans for collaborations between these
two groups.
READ THE FULL ARTICLE

In preparation to the upcoming policy workshops, and as a

HubIT 1 st Policy brief

contribution to the Policy recommendations which will be

is out!

produced at the end of the project, the HubIT team has
prepared the first Policy brief. The aim of this policy brief is
to give an overview of the current state of the debate
regarding the role of social sciences and humanities in
research and innovation (R&I) in the EU.
READ THE FULL ARTICLE

ACCESS THE POLICY BRIEF

In case you missed it...
The First HubIT Annual
Conference

HubIT at ICT NCP

September 18, 2018 - Tartu, Estonia

November 11, 2018 - Budapest, Hungary

HUBIT Social Sciences &
Humanities Workshop

HubIT First International
Workshop

September 18, 2018 - Tartu, Estonia

December 3, 2018 - Vienna, Austria

HubIT First Networking Event

HubIT Networking Session at
ICT 2018

September 18, 2018 - Tartu, Estonia

December 6, 2018 - Vienna, Austria

HubIT Events
What's next?

Did you miss our annual HubIT conference

There is a lot more to come in the next

in September last year in Tartu? Were you

few months, and we will be happy to

unable to participate at the International

welcome you to our future HubIT

HubIT workshop in Vienna in December

events.

2018? Did the HubIT Networking session
at ICT 2018 also take place without you on
board? Never mind!

KNOW MORE

CHECK HUBIT UPCOMING EVENTS

Looking for
opportunities in the
RRI field?
Responsible Research and Innovation

Foster the grounding of RRI principles

(RRI) is a 'cross-cutting issue' in Horizon

Enhance the collaboration between the

2020 and is promoted throughout societal

ICT and SSH sectors.

and ICT challenges. We identified a set of
calls that aim to:

Check here a set of open calls we have identified.

KNOW MORE
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